Toromao Immobilien

1600 leads generated - Cost Per Lead €6

This client hasn’t done digital marketing in the past and wanted to keep the total ad
spend under €10,000. Our goal was to find leads for a building which had 8 more
apartments left on the upper two floors. We also needed to create some free (high
value) PDF guides for potential leads to download.

1. The main goal was to find enough qualified leads so each flat is sold by end of year
2. Gain 1200 leads with a total ad spend of €10,000

The client was doing organic social media posts for their previous homes, but did not
achieve the results which they wanted.

As the client had no previous tracking data, we integrated it onto their landing page
and ran ads to cold audiences which we could afterwards retarget based on
engagement with ads and percentage of video ads watched. We created 2
campaigns with 4 ad sets each, including 2-4 different ads. We also implemented a
system which followed up and emailed leads with further value and info.
Facebook Ads
Leads: 1600
CPL: €6
Impressions: 175,000
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Remarketing Ads
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Leads: 455
CPL: €7

Leads: 830
ROAS: €6
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Leads: 215
ROAS: €5.5

Style Examples

Do you want more leads and
to sell more homes?
cadimedia.agency/en/kontakt

Email: info@cadimedia.agency

